Introduction A real trigonometric polynoniial t of degree n is non-negative if and only if it has a representation
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The following , elegant theorem is due to Szisz [7] and has found numerous applications.
S
Theorem A: Let 9 rn1n, 2m6x denote the smallest and the greatest elgenvalve of C. Then 'for p E 71,, we have.,
Rec . p _^p(0)Amax (1) and these bounds are best possible for every c E M,,.
Thus the estimation of those linear functionals is reduced to the solution of algebraic equations. We'shall deduce similar results for p € Jl which have zeros of Rep at given points on !zI = 1. In terms of th e non-negative trigonometric • polynomials this means that we prescribe certin zeros. A first application of our general result is a refinement of an estimate of L. FEJER [1] dealing with the maximum of a non-negative trigonometric polynomial with constant term 1. , This in.turn can be used to improve a root-finding algorithm for complex polynomials which was recently established [5] . Our theorem applies also to the estimation of linear • functionals of typically real, polynomials. As an example we solve the coefficient problem fOr the third coefficient of such polynomials. Partial results for this problem have recently been obtained by StJFFRIDQE [6] . We also give a table of the numerical values Of the hounds for the coefficients of all typically real polynornials'with degree ^ 10. •.
(2)
Them for p € J1,,((9), p * 0, we have z, E El. Now let '-x = (q0 , ..., ,, Pi, .'.., 1 u3 )t be arbitrary in C+8+1 and choose it> 2max With the subv,ector (q0, ..., q)t we construct a polynonuial'q and' then the corresponding p € R,. The following relation is easily verified:'
Hence F is the Lagrange multiplier function for the extremization of
in Jl(El). Since the z, are disjoint the manifold descrihd by the constraints has maximal rank. Hence for an extremum we'must have
VF, =T(cL-2d,O).=0. ' ' (5)
But A > Amax implies that (4) has only the trivial solution and in this case (5) is zero for the extremuni. Therefore (4) has constant sign on çfl(El). But for A large and non-trivial p E7l(0) this sign is obviously -1. which, by. continuity, implies
If A Amax (5) has a non-trivial solution which is,also non-trivial in the first n + 1 components q0, ..., qn, which produce a non-trivial p € fl(El). Clearly (4) vanishes for that' p which proves the sharpness of the upper bound Amax. The other estimate follows similarly I 3. The range oItrigoiionietric polynomials Let I be a non-negative trigonometric polynomial of degree n with constant term 1.
with equality (at-0 = 0)-only for 
The following theorem is a refinement of (6).
Theorem 2: Let t be a non-negative trigonometric polynomial of degree n with
constant term 1 and t(0) = 0. Then
For each 0 0 E JR there exists an admissible t such that equality holds in (7) by D(2) (it has n + 2 rows). We perform the following operations to evaluate D(2) (assupiing 2 > 0).: 1. Subtract the first row fronithe other rows except for the last one; 2. Add the first, column multiplied by 1/2 to the last one; 3. Add all columns except for the first and the last one to the first column; 4. Expand with respect to the first column (only the first and the last element is non-zero). The remaining two determinants (with n + 1 rows each) are easily evaluated and we finally obtain - .n+ 1 V n+1 (8) such that
In [5] we proved Corollary 2 with the bound
instead of (8). Hence (8)is better by a factor of aboit V3. This can be used to reduce the number of search points in the global descent method for solving polynomial equations described in [5] by about 40%. Note that the determinant in (11) has only m ± 1 rows instead of n ± 4 in (10). This-simplification is due to the fact that in this case we only need to consider odd • polynomials s € S,, which are in one-to-one correspondence, with the polynomials p E Jl,_1 ({1})and we hae.e . 5 = e" . P. We omit the details This result gives a means to calculate Ak (n), Bk(n ) at least numerically. This has been done for a 10 and the results -rounded to 6 decimal places -are given in Table 1 . It may be possible, however, to simplify (12) considerably and to obtain a theoretically satisfying solution to the coefficient problem. In the sequel we do so for k = 3 thereby completing the solution of the third-coefficient-problem for typically real polynomials. Table 1 0 . 
Then wehae Proof: We expand Em (2) vitli respect to the first column. One of the three resulting determinants is Em_ i (A). After expanding the remaining two determinants with respect to * the first row we arrive at - 
